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With the development of modern computer technology, Computer Graphics (CG), has
gradually become one of the important disciplines in computer science. In particular, 3D
Computer Graphics (3DCG), is one of the hot topics in recent years. Since 3DCG can be
photorealistically represented and can be viewed from different perspectives, it is widely
used in video, game, computer simulation, Computer Aided Design (CAD), and Computer
Aided Manufacturing(CAM). Generally technologies are required to make a 3DCG globally
visible.
The process of creating 3DCG can be sequentially divided into three basic phases [1]:
(i) 3D model generation which defines the shape of an object in a virtual world coordinate
system, generally called 3D modeling, (ii) projecting 3D model to get Two-Dimensional
(2D) pixels and depth value, and (iii) 3D rendering which produces the corresponding 2D
image of an object. Among the three phases, (ii) projecting, and (iii) 3D rendering can
be performed automatically by computer. However, 3D modeling, has been traditionally
conducted manually using somewhat 3DCG software. This manual operation is very time
consuming and not accurate. So, an mechanized and accurate shape measuring technology
becomes essential that extracts 3D geometric information from the real objects. Fortu-
nately, this issue has been solved by current 3D shape measurement technologies.
As for 3D shape measurement, there are many methodologies depending on objects
and requirements. They are roughly divided into two categories: active measurement
and passive measurement [2]. Active measurement can obtain accurate and dense 3D
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geometrical data by using laser or patten light equipment. But it is expensive and requires
a special dark room to perform the projection. Only for generating very accurate model,
active measurement is considered. On the other hand, passive measurement does not use
any light to illuminate the object. Thus it is cheaper and easier to handle. For 3D modeling,
passive measurement is widely used in Image-Based Modeling and Rendering (IBMR) [3]–
[5].
In passive measurement category, stereo vision is one of the representative methods
[5], [6]. It reconstructs the 3D points of object surface using two different view images
with a little displacement and their correspondence information. The reconstruction is
based on the triangle measurement theory. The correspondence information is always
solved by some 2D image matching algorithm. For a long time, we have not found a fine
algorithm for 2D image matching. Due to this reason, passive measurement has remained
as inaccurate. Fortunately, Phase-Only Correlation (POC) method is proved effective in 2D
image matching. Using this idea, our research group has developed a high-accuracy stereo
vision system [7]–[9]. It is confirmed the RMS error is about 0.42mm for a measurement
of distance 900mm, which is comparable to the active methods.
In this paper, we target on generating a global 3D model, which can be viewed from
any perspective. To simplify the problem, we specify our global model as a model that
can be rendered from 360-degree perspectives. Due to occlusions, the global geometrical
information of an object can not be measured at once. To make a global 3D model, we al-
ways measure the object independently from different viewpoints and all the measurements
should be assured that no part is ignored. The stereo images obtained from different view-
points are called multi-view images. Using the multi-view images, we can obtain the global
geometrical information of the object by 3D reconstructions. It is generally represented by
3D points, or edges, or surfaces, or voxels. We chose 3D points as our representation for
its originality. The measured multi-view 3D point sets are generally in different coordinate
systems, but some two of them have same part of the object. To make a global model, it
is required to integrate all the multi-view 3D point sets into a unique coordinate system.
In other words, all the correspondent parts should be matched.
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So, a technology is needed to integrate multiple 3D point sets together, which is called
3D registration. 3D registration remains as one of the difficulties in computer vision till
recently it is well solved by Iterative Closet Point algorithm (ICP) [15]–[17]. This approach
can well find the correspondence of two overlapped 3D data sets and estimate the trans-
formation between them. It is widely used in pair-wise registration. For registration of
multiple 3D data sets, sequentially applying ICP algorithm to two sets at each time, they
may be registered in a decided order. However, this sequential algorithm can not remove
the error accumulated in each registration. The modeling might be a failure if the accu-
mulated error is big. To solve this problem, Benjemaa and Francis Schmitt have proposed
a Global-ICP algorithm which simultaneously registers multiple 3D point sets and greatly
improved the registration [19].
In this context, we propose a 3D modeling method using multi-view images, which is
based on stereo vision 3D measurement and global registration technique. In this approach,
first of all, a selected object is photographed from different viewpoints around an axis by
a stereo camera pair: any adjacent two photographs overlap largely with each other and
all the photographs can be connected as a circle. Then, we use the multi-view images
obtained in the photographs to perform 3D reconstructions independently and get a group
of 3D point sets that each partially presents the object surface. Finally, we register all the
3D point sets to a reference set by applying our global registration algorithm, hence an
integrated point-based 3D model is completed.
The reminning of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the fundamentals
of 3D modeling and specifies our method, in which we introduce the necessary techniques
to generate a 360-degree 3D model. Then in section 3 we propose a high-accuracy stereo
vision system based on Phase Only Correlation method. In section 4, we address the issue
of registration, in particular, we introduce a global registration algorithm for multiple
measured 3D data sets and evaluate it through a 3D modeling experiment using a rabbit
doll. Finally, section 5 summaries this paper.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of 3D Modeling
2.1 Introduction
In this section, we survey the fundamentals of 3D modeling, and in particular review the
automatic methods for global 3D model generation. First, 3D modeling is briefly defined,
and specified in this paper. Thereafter we divide our global 3D modeling method into two
main phases: 3D measurement and registration. Then, a 3D measurement system based on
stereo vision is introduced. Afterward, we focus on registration of 3D point sets. Finally,
we point out the problems of current methods and discuss possible improvements.
2.2 3D Modeling
In Computer Graphics (CG), we should represent geometrical information such as
shape, position, and size of an object to generate images. This process is called 3D mod-
eling, and the product is called 3D model. There are three general types of 3D models, (i)
wireframe model that memories edge information, (ii) surface model that memories surface
information, and (iii) solid model that identifies inside and outside [1]. It is important to
select a representation method for a given object.
In this paper, we use another representation, point model, which just simply describes
an object’s surface by a set of 3D points in a certain world coordinate system. The three
general model types mentioned above can be developed from point model. So, point model
9
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is more basic hence used in this paper. All models refer to point model if no specification is
given in this thesis. Since we target on generating a global model using automatic methods,
the whole process of 3D modeling is divided into two phases in this paper:
1. Measure the object from multiviews and get its 3D shape information, which is
generally a series of 3D point sets that each presents a part of the object surface.
2. Register to a reference set all the 3D point sets that are measured from multiviews
to make it an integrated one, a point 3D model.
Herewith we specify our objective to generate a global model using stereo vision and
registration techniques. The inputs are multi-view images photographed in the measure-
ment phase, while the output is a integrated 3D point model completed in the registration
phase. The system is illustrated in Fig.2.1.
2.3 Measurement
There are mainly two 3D measurement methodologies, active 3D measurement and
passive 3D measurement. Generally speaking, the active 3D measurement can measure
object with very high accuracy, and can get dense 3D point data. For this reason, it is
often used when an accurate measurement is necessary or CAD data is to be obtained,
and it is also used in establishing digital archive for ancient thing or art product. So far,
quite a lot of researches on model generation for ancient thing or sculpture based on active
3D measurement have been published. Moreover, 3D measurement machines using active
measurement method have been developed by many manufacturers and on sale. However,
some projection equipments like laser machine are necessary, and it must be held in a dark
room and is only applicable to still objects. Besides, projecting laser or aligning several
paten lights to the object is very time consuming. So, active 3D measurement is regarded
as an accurate method but limited in applications.
While passive 3D measurement uses only cameras for image capturing, and does not










Figure 2.1 3D modeling system in this paper
is that passive measurement can be done in natural environment with ambient lighting
condition. This makes it cheaper, and easier to handle compared with active methods
[3]–[5]. For this reason, it is widely used in 3D model generation. In general, 2D images
are taken by cameras, and 3D information of the target object surface is estimated from
computation on the 2D images. The main concern in passive measurement is to develop
algorithms to transform 2D information to 3D information. In this paper, to make a
global model, the global geometrical information of the object is necessary. Since passive
measurement is based on images, so multiple view images are used. This is where the title
’3D model generation using multiple view images’ comes from.
Stereo vision is one of the respective methods of passive measurement. It performs
11
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3D reconstruction using two different view images with a little displacement and their
correspondence information [2], [5]. Generally, two steps are necessary to perform a mea-
surement using stereo vision: (i) stereo searching that searches corresponding points in
a stereo image according to the reference points in the other stereo image, and (ii) 3D
reconstruction that reconstructs the surface points of the object using the obtained stereo
correspondence information.
3D reconstruction is carried out by using a triangle measurement theory as shown in
Fig.2.2. Given a point M in a 3D space, with two different projection matrices P and P ′, it
can be separately projected to m and m′, two points respectively on the two stereo images.
At the same time, if m is known, then a line can be drawn to connect m and the light
center of one of the two stereo cameras, here we call it C. For the same reason, a line can
be drawn to connect m′ and the light center of the other camera, here we call it C ′. As it is
obvious that M must be on the line connecting m and C, and also on the line connecting
m′ and C ′, so M must be the intersection of the two lines. Stereo vision is based on this
theory. Given a point m in one image, a corresponding point m′ in the other image can
be found; therefore the point M in real space can be measured using the above triangle
theory. So, we call the correspondence matching on two stereo images stereo matching. At
this time, projection matrices P and P ′ are to be previously measured, and the process to
measure P and P ′ is called camera calibration.
Now we discuss step (i) stereo searching. It is also called stereo matching. As stereo
matching method is concerned, field-based matching and feature-based matching are two
main approaches. The field-based matching extracts the local field that contains the given
pixel on the reference image as a template. After such a template matching, it searches the
corresponding pixel on the already found corresponding template on the other stereo image.
In the case of feature-based matching, it firstly extracts the feature points of the two stereo
images such as on the edge or corner, then find the points of same feature, regards them as
corresponding points. However, it is not an easy task to find the correct correspondence by
either approach. This difficulty has left the stereo vision passive measurement inaccurate







Figure 2.2 Stereo vision
are more promising in generating 3D models.
It is said that with multiple cameras and calibration, the image correspondence match-
ing can be improved [10]. But this must increase measurement cost and operation com-
plexity. So, in this paper we target on bettering image matching algorithm rather than
increasing measurement equipments. Fortunately, POC method is proved to be effective
in 2D image matching.
2.4 Registration
In the previous section, the passive 3D measurement based on stereo vision has been
introduced. By 3D measurement, we can obtain the geometrical information of the object,
which is generally 3D coordinates of the object surface. If the object is photographed from
different viewpoints, then different view 3D point sets can be captured. For instance, if
13
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an object is fixed in a position, a stereo camera pair is moved around to photograph the
object. By using multi-view stereo images, multiple 3D point sets of the object surface
could be reconstructed. However, these different view 3D point sets are in different world
coordinate system due to the different photograph positions and the different projection
matrices. So, it becomes an issue to integrate all these measured different view 3D point
sets into a uniform coordinate system. We call this process registration. It has been a
well-known topic since the appearance of the subject of computer vision. In the following,
we review various registration methods, from pair-wise registration Iterative Closest Point
matching (ICP) to the current global registration method.
2.4.1 Pair-wise Registration
Pair-wise registration remains as one of the difficulties in computer and robot vision till
recently some researchers have proposed different approaches to solve it [15]–[17]. It copes
with two sets of measured 3D points to estimate the motion (generally represented by rota-
tion and translation) and to geometrically integrate the two 3D point sets together. Among
those proposed approaches, ICP matching is one of the best both in term of performance
and complexity.
ICP algorithm is very simple and is commonly used in real-time. It iteratively estimates
the transformation (translation, rotation) between two measured 3D point sets and finally
integrate them together. The key idea of ICP matching is the following. Given that the
motion between two successive 3D point sets is small, any point in the first 3D point set
is close to the corresponding point in the second 3D point set. By matching the points
in the first set to the corresponding points in the second set, we can find a motion that
brings two sets closer (i.e., the distance between two sets becomes smaller). Iteratively
applying this procedure, the ICP algorithm yields a better and better motion estimate.
Essentially the algorithm steps are: (i) associate points by the nearest neighbor criteria,
(ii) estimate the parameters using a mean square cost function, (iii) transform the points





The above has discussed the pair-wise registration and the most common being used
algorithm ICP. But how we can deal with registration of multiple 3D point sets is still a
problem to be solved. The easiest way is to register all the 3D point sets one by one, if a
reference set and a registration order are decided. This approach is called sequential regis-
tration. It may be effective when there are not so many 3D point sets and the registration
order is easy to be decided. Actually, if the correspondence relations between 3D point
sets are complex, it is not easy to decide the registration order for a specific 3D point set.
It may be registered via different ways. This can be solved by using graph theory, if we
define somewhat shortest-way function. Cooperating with the trick of randomly choosing
reference set, it may converge to a good registration at a global level. But, the conver-
gence may not be assured. The accumulated error caused by sequential registration can
not be removed easily. All these dilemmas require us to find a more accurate and effective
registration method. This might need more accurate mathematical induction and proof.
Raouf Benjemaa and Francis Schmit proposed a solution to this problem [19]. It takes into
account all possible corresponding points distributed in other 3D point sets when estimate
the optimal motion for a interest set.
2.5 Summary
In this section, we have discussed the fundamentals of 3D modeling technique, where
we have shown by 3D measurement it can be much improved both in accuracy and effec-
tiveness. Then the passive 3D measurement based on stereo vision has been introduced.
Thereafter, we have addressed the issue of registration of 3D point sets, a quite important
step in generating a global 3D model. So, there is high possibility that by using these
techniques described above to construct a 3D model generation system with high accuracy
and effectiveness.
15
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Chapter 3
High Accuracy Stereo Vision System
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a high accuracy passive 3D measurement system based on
stereo vision. It is possible to measure an object’s shape according to the triangulation
theory by using a stereo camera pair, which consists of two cameras and is fixed with a
baseline. While in our system, we apply Phase-Only Correlation (POC) image matching
algorithm to find the stereo correspondence, and measure an object’s surface geometrically
with high accuracy comparable to the active 3D measurement.
First, we recall the triangulation theory of stereo vision and investigate the factors
that influence the measurement accuracy, and discuss possible treatments that best remove
those error factors. Then, we describe the proposed high accuracy passive 3D measurement
system based on POC image matching in details. At last, we conduct experiments on a
plane and a sphere of regular shapes, and examine the RMS measurement errors as quantum
evaluation.
3.2 Accuracy of Stereo Vision
In general, passive 3D measurement systems use stereo vision or shape from shading
for 3D reconstruction. Due to some inevitable limitation of using shade/silhouette-based
methods, stereo has become the most common technique in passive methods. The process
16
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of stereo vision is basically the same process that works in human visual systems to achieve
depth information. As stated in the section 2, stereo vision can be explained by the
triangulation theory. Stereo vision requires two major problems to be solved: (i) the
correspondence problem and (ii) the 3D reconstruction problem.
For any real world point in a stereo system, it is imaged onto two stereo image frames
and becomes two image points. We need to know the positions of the two image points,
which is called the correspondence problem, and the two image points are called correspond-
ing points. On the other hand, the reconstruction problem is to estimate the position of
the real world point, given that the corresponding image points are previously known.
The later has been mathematically solved in many computer vision publications, and
the computing load is not so high. But the correspondence problem is ambiguous due to
the complexity of finding a unique point from thousands of points in one stereo image to
match a given point in the other stereo image. The 3D reconstruction accuracy depends
largely on the accuracy of correspondence. In the following paragraph, we discuss about
the accuracy of stereo vision.
The accuracy of stereo vision mainly depends on: (i) coordinates of corresponding
points, (ii) the accuracy of the measurement of baseline. Fig.3.1 shows the influence to the
accuracy of coordinates of the corresponding points.
• If stereo cameras are fixed with short baseline, the geometrical transformation of the
two stereo images will be tiny, that is, the difference of the two stereo images is small.
For this reason, it is possible to decide the two local fields that separately contain the
two corresponding points that are to be matched hence the searching cost reduced.
This is known as field-based correspondence searching. Employing this method, it is
possible to match all the points in two stereo images, so it is suited for reconstructing
3D surface shape globally. However, as illustrated in Fig.3.1, compared with the
stereo camera system with long baseline (Fig.3.1 (a)), stereo cameras with short
baseline (Fig.3.1 (b)) suffers from the demerit that the 3D reconstruction accuracy
is much more affected by the correspondence error.
17
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1 Accuracy comparison according to different baselines: (a) long baseline, (b)
short baseline
18
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• While, if the stereo cameras are fixed with long baseline, the geometrical transfor-
mation between the two stereo images becomes large, therefore the field-based corre-
spondence searching turns to be no effective. But the feature-based correspondence
searching that uses the information of edge, corner and other features, is suited for the
reconstruction of long-baseline stereo camera system. So, due to the limitation that
it matches feature points only, it is difficult to reconstruct the object globally. How-
ever, it outweighs the short-baseline system in terms that its reconstruction accuracy
is not essentially influenced by the correspondence error.
To represent an object’s surface shape, it is necessary to reconstruct the 3D coordinates
of it surface densely. Therefore, the baseline should be set as short as possible and then the
field-based correspondence searching algorithm can be used. However, in this case, the 3D
measurement accuracy is highly influenced by the stereo correspondence matching error,
so a high accuracy correspondence matching algorithm becomes necessary and essential.
To solve this problem, our research group has proposed a sub-pixel level accuracy stereo
correspondence matching algorithm based on POC method.
3.3 High Accuracy Correspondence Search Based on
POC
From above description, it is obvious that the 3D measurement accuracy largely depends
on the accuracy of stereo correspondence matching. Our research group has constructed
a high accuracy stereo vision system in which POC method is used and can perform
sub-pixel level accuracy correspondence search. [7], [8]. In the following sub-sections, the
sub-pixel level accuracy correspondence search will be introduced first, and then the system
architecture and procedure will also be introduced.
19
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3.3.1 Sub-pixel Level Accuracy Image Matching Based on POC
Method
POC based image matching is employed to estimate sub-pixel translational displace-
ment between two stereo images, where POC function is used. POC algorithm uses the
phase components of 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (2D DFT) of stereo images, computes
the correlation function and estimate the translational displacement. It is robust to the
noise and brightness changes. Considering two N1 × N2 images, f(n1, n2) and g(n1, n2),
where we assume that the index ranges are n1 = −M1, · · · , M1 and n2 = −M2 · · · , M2 for
mathematical simplicity, and hence N1 = 2M1 + 1 and N2 = 2M2 + 1. Let F (k1, k2) and
G(k1, k2) denote the 2D DFTs of the two stereo images. F (k1, k2) and G(k1, k2) are given
by:






























n2=−M2, AF and AG are amplitude components, and
EF and EF are phase components of f(n1, n2) and g(n1, n2), respectively.
The cross spectrum CORR between F (k1, k2) and G(k1, k2) is given by:
R(k1, k2) = F (k1, k2)G(k1, k2)
= AF (k1, k2)AG(k1, k2)e
jθ(k1,k2), (3.3)
where, olG(k1, k2) is the cross correlation of G(k1, k2). θk1, k2 is given by the following
equation:
θ(k1, k2) = θF (k1, k2) − θG(k1, k2). (3.4)
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The phase-only compound of F (k1, k2) and G(k1, k2), R̂(k1, k2), is defined by the following
equatioin:
R̂(k1, k2) =
F (k1, k2)G(k1, k2)
|F (k1, k2)G(k1, k2)|
= ejθ(k1,k2). (3.5)
The POC functioin r̂(n1, n2), the 2D IDFT (Inverse Discrete Transform), is given in the

















k2=−M1. If two images are very samilar, the defined POC
function r̂(n1, n2) will reach a peak. If f(n1, n2) = g(n1, n2), the POC function will be
delta function of Kronecker. The height of the peak of the teo images’ POC function, can
be used as a measure of the samilarity of the two images. The coordinate of the peak,
accords to the displacement between the two images.
In the following, we induce the peak model of the POC function of two images with
a small displacement between them. A 2D signal (image) fc(x1, x2) in a continous space
is considered. x1 and x2 are real numbers. Assume that real numbers delta1 and delta2
seperately denote the small translation in direction x1 and x2. If the signal fc(x1, x2) shift
by delta1 and delta2, then it will become fc(x1 − δ1, x2 − δ2). We define the normlized 2D
discrete signals (imgaes) of the continous spacial image fc(x1, x2) and fc(x1 − δ1, x2 − δ20
by normlization parameter T1 and T2, f(n1, n2) and g(n1, n2) as:
f(n1, n2) = fc(x1, x2)|x1=n1T1,x2=n2T2 , (3.7)
g(n1, n2) = fc(x1 − δ1, x2 − δ2)|x1=n1T1,x2=n2T2 . (3.8)
Here, n1 = M1, · · · , M1,n2 = −M2, · · · , M2. For simplisity, T1 = T2 = 1. The phase only
correlation R̂(k1, k2) and POC function can be written like (Fig.3.2 (b), (d)):
















(n2 + δ2)} . (3.10)
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Figure 3.2 3D plot of Phase-Only Correlation function r̂(n1, n2)：(a) (δ1,δ2) = (0,0)，(b)
(δ1,δ2) = (0.5,0), (c) the amplified peak-area of (a)(n2 = 0)，(d) the amplified peak-area
of (b) (n2 = 0)
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where, α is a parameter to represent the height of the r̂(n1, n2) peak, and α = 1. It is
confirmed that if even a small noise is added to the image, the value of the peak α will
decrease. Therefore, the α ≤ 1. The Eq.(3.10), shows that the POC function will reach a
peak when the two images only have small displacement. If δ1 = δ2 = 0, the POC function
r̂(n1, n2) will be the delta function of Kronecker. The corrdinate of the peak, accords to
the paralell translation (δ1, δ2). From above induction, it can be concluded that the high
accuracy image matching is possible by computing α, the measure of the samilarity of two
images, and (δ1, δ2), the peak corrdinates which accords to the displacement of the two
images.
Herewith we describe the important processes of the sub-pixel level high accuracy image
matching.
(i) Function fitting for sub-pixel level estimate of peak position
If δ1 or δ2 is not an integer, since the peak accordinates exist between pixels, correct
estimate for parallel translation of image becomes difficult. But, if the POC function is
generally defined, as shown in Eq.(3.10), using the computed values near to the correlation
peak, fitting the Eq.(3.10) numerically, the position of the peak that exsit between pixels
can be estimated. Here, α, δ1, δ2 are fitting parameters.
(ii) Windowing for reduction of boundary effects
Due to the DFT’s periodicity, an image can be considered to “wrap around” at an
edge, and therefore discontinuities, which are not supposed to exist in real world, occur at
every edge in 2D DFT computation. The effect of discontinuity at image border can be
reduced by applying a 2D window function to the input images f(n1, n2) and g(n1, n2). In











(iii) Spectral weighting technique for reduction of aliasing and noise effects
For natual images, energy always gathers in the low frquency components area. So
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typically the high frequency components may have less reliability, compared with low
frequency components. Considering this fact, the estimation can be improved by apllying
a low-pass-type weighting function H(k1, k2) in frequency demain, eliminating the high
frequency components with low reliability. The used low-pass-type weighting function is
the 2D DFT of the following 2D Gaussian function:
H(k1, k2)  e−2π2σ2(k21+k22), (3.12)
where σ is a parameter that controls the pass-band width. The POC funtion r̂(n1, n2) is
















where α, δ1, δ2 are fitting parameters for evaluating the correlation peak. That is, Eq.(3.13)
should be employed for function fitting instead of Eq.(3.10) when using the spectral weight-
ing technique Fig.3.3.
3.3.2 Correspondence Seach Algorithm for Stereo Images
In this section, we present the correspondence search algorithm for stereo images based
on POC method. To perform robust and high acuracy correspondence search, our algorithm
consists of two stages: (i) a coarse-to-fine strategy using image pyramids for accurate cor-
respondence search with POC-based block matching and (ii) a sub-pixel window alignment
technique using image shifting for finding a pair of coorespondence points with sub-pixel
displacement accuracy.
Here, image pyramids, are composed of images from high resolution to low resolution,
and are of multi-layer structure. In the first stage (i), in every pyramid layer, pixel level
correspondence search is conducted using POC-based block matching. The search result in
the upper layer is used to limit the seach space in the next layer, so wrong correspondence
24






















































Figure 3.3 Funtion fitting of POC：(a) general POC function，(b) POC function using
low-pass-type weighting function H(k1, k2)
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can be effectively prevent. Due to the process of (i), the correspondence error can be
reduced to under 1 pixel. Then, in the process of (ii), by the adjustment of the position
of window function (Eq.(3.11)), the accuracy of the correspondence can be recursively
improved to a sub-pixel level. This approach, is called as sub-pixel window adjusting. As
a result, the accordinates of correspondent points can be obtained with sub-pixel accuracy.
Given two stereo images, the left image I and the right J , let m = (m1, m2)(∈ Z2
be a coordinate vector of a reference pixel in the left image I (i.e., the reference image),
where Z denotes the set of integers. The sub-pixel correspondence search is to find a real-
number coordinate vector q(m) = (q1, q2)(∈ R2) in the right image J that corresponds to
the reference pixel m in the left image I, where R denotes the set of real numbers. Since
q(m) is a real-nubmer coordinate vector, it makes the sub-pixel level accuracy possible.
For convenience, the symbol CintI (⊂ Z2) is used to denote the set of all integer coordinate
vectors (with pixle-level acuracy) in the reference image I, and the symbol CintJ (⊂ R2) to
denote the set of all real-number coordinate vectors (with sub-pixel accuracy) in image J .
Then, the correspondence search is to find the set of corresponding points q(m) ∈ CrealJ for
all refeerence points m ∈ CintI . The flow of correspondence search using image pyramids is
illustrated in Fig.3.4.
The procedure of the algorithm is described as follows:
Input:
• the left image I and the right image J
• the set of reference points m = (m1, m2) ∈ CintI
Output:
• the corresponding points q(m) ∈ CrealJ for all reference points m = (m1, m2) ∈ CintI
Procedure steps:
[Creation of coarse-to-fine image pyramids]
Step 1: Let the images of layer 0 be given by I0 = I，J0 = J . For l = 1, 2, · · · , lmax, the
l-th layer images Il and Jl (i.e., coarser version of T0 and J0) are created by reducing the
original images I0 and J0 with the scale factor 2
−l.
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Layer 2
Layer 1










I : left image
q(m1, m2)m=(m1, m2)
J : right image
Layer 0 : the original image
Figure 3.4 Sub-pixel correspondence search using image pyramids
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For every reference point m = (m1, m2) ∈ CintI ,[Pixel-level correspondence search]
using image pyramids and [sub-pixel correspondence search] using window fitting are
performed．
[Pixel-level correspondence search]
Step 2: In the coarsest layer lmax, the location of the reference point m = (m1, m2) is
mapped to the coordinates (2−lmaxm1, 2−lmaxm2)．As an initial estimateof the corrspond-
ing point at the layer lmax，it is assumed that the reference point and its corresponding
point have the same coordinate at the coarsest layer. That is:
qlmax = (2−lmaxm1, 2−lmaxm2). (3.14)
Let l = lmax − 1 and begin the next step．
Step 3: In the lth layer image Il，the reference point m = (m1, m2) is mapped to
(2−lm1, 2−lm2). In Jl，on the other hand, 2ql+1 gives an initial estimate for the cor-
responding point based on the result of the upper layer estimate ql+1．Therefore，from Il
and Jl two image blocks with pixel accuracy (i.e., windowed sub-images) with their centers
on (2−lm1, 2−lm2) and 2ql+1 respectively. Applying the window function (Eq.(3.11),
the displacement of the two image blocks is estimated using POC-based image matching．
Here, in the image matching process, not applying function fitting and spectral weight-
ing, correspondence search is performed at the pixel-level. Let the estimated displacement
vector be denoted by δl = (δl1, δl2) ．The l-th layer correspondence ql is determined as
follows:
ql = 2ql + δl. (3.15)
Step 4: Decrement the counter by 1, l = l − 1，and repeat from Step 2 to Step 4 while
l ≤ 0.
Step 5: let the pixel-level estimate of correspondence be given by q(m) = q0.
[Sub-pixel correspondence search]
Step 6: From the original image I0 and J0, extract two image blocks (i.e., windowed sub-
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image) with their centers on m and q(m)，respectively. The window function Eq.(3.11)
is used. This time, all techniques in the matching algorithm stated in the last section are
used, the displacement of two image blocks is estimated at a sub-pixel level.
Let the estimated displacement vector with sub-pixel accuracy be given by δ = (δ1, δ2).
Step 7: Update the corresponding points as:
q(m) = q(m) + δ, (3.16)
and repeat Step 6 and Step 7 untill |δ| conveerges to very value.
Through the above pocedure from Step1 to Step7, the search of the corresponding-
point points in image J for the reference points in image I can be achieved.
Moreover, the matching accuracy of the stereo images can be improved by discarding the
wrong corresponding points. When the POC function of two image blocks are calculated,
by setting a threshold for the correlation peak α to decide wether accept the search result
or not. In our algorithm, points with correlation peak α less than the previously decided
threshold are discarded as wrong corresponding points.
3.4 Experiments
3.4.1 Evaluation Method
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed 3D measurement system, we measure
two reference objects of geometrically regular shapes, a solid plane (a flat wooden board)
of size 180mm×150mm (3.4.1 and a solid sphere (a bowling ball) of radius 108.45mm
(3.4.1). Both of them are fixed about 500mm away from the stereo camera. In the plane
experiment, we simulate a best fitted plane for the measured points by the least-squares
algorithms. Accuracy of measurement is evaluated by the fitting residual error, that is,
the distances between the measured points and the best fitted plane. Similar evaluation is
carried out using the solid sphere. The evaluation function this time becomes the fitting
error of the radius. Fig.3.4.2 shows the stereo camera used in the experiment.
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Figure 3.5 Plane used in experiment
Figure 3.6 Sphere used in experiment
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Figure 3.7 Stereo camera
3.4.2 System Parameter
The parameters used in the measurement system are: (i) matching block size: 64×64pixel
(2D indow is used), (ii) the Gauss parameter sigma used for spectrum weight: 0.5, (iii) the
fitting points to estimate the sub-pixel translation: 3×3, (iv) the number of layers of mage
primyde for basic searching, (v) the skip number of sampling the image pixels: 5, (vi) the
size of the check-partn used in calibration: 10mm×10mm, (vii) calibration method: [11].
The stereo cameras and photographing details are: (i)camera: Scorpion SCOR-14SOC/M,
(ii) image size: 1280×960pixels, (iii) lens: mTRON, FV1520, 15mm focal length, (iv) imgae
grabber: Coreco Imaging X64-CL-DUAL-32M.
3.4.3 Experiment Result
The measured 3D shape of the plane and the sphere are illustrated in Fig.3.8. The
fitting errors in the two experiments are shown in Table3.1. From the results, we see the
RMS (Root Mean Square) error of the measurement for the shape of the plane is about
0.2mm at distance 500mm. This is nearly equal to that of active measurement. This
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TABLE 3.1 Fitting errors of plane and sphere 3D measurements
RMS[mm] Minmum[mm] Maximum[mm]
Plane 0.2024 2 × 10−5 0.6621
Sphere 0.3798 2 × 10−5 1.1524
strongly demonstrates the high accuracy of the proposed 3D measurement system.
We measure a rabbit doll from 36 viewpoints by using the above proposed stereo system.
Two are shown in Fig.3.9 and Fig.3.10. From the results, it is obvious to see that by
using a stereo camera pair, the shape of the rabbit doll can be accurately measured and
reconstructed.
3.5 Summary
In this section, we have described a high accuracy 3D measurement system based on
stereo vision. We have mainly explained the stereo correspondence search algorithm of sub-
pixel level accuracy based on POC method. An object’s surface shape can be accurately
reconstructed by applying this algorithm and the triangle theory. This has been confirmed
in our experiments. Moreover, the developed stereo vision system has been applied in


































Figure 3.8 3D data of evaluation objects： (a) Plane，(b) Sphere
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(a)
(b)


























Figure 3.10 3D measurement view2: (a) image of rabbit doll, (b) 3D data of rabbit doll
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Chapter 4
Registration of 3D Point Sets
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the registration of 3D point sets is discussed. First, we review the
traditional pair-wise registration technique, Iterative Closest Point matching (ICP). Then
we mathematically induce the Global-ICP algorithm to register multiple 3D data sets.
Thereafter we describe the implementation procedures. Last of all, we apply it to both
simulated data and experimental data to evaluate its performance.
4.2 ICP Algorithm
Geometrical matching has remained as one of the difficulties in computer vision for
many years till recently some researchers have published their results [15]–[18]. Among
all algorithms, the ICP algorithm independently proposed by Chen, Besl and McKay, and
Zhang is obviously one of the best both in accuracy and in simplicity.
4.2.1 Features of ICP
Generally speaking, any two measured 3D point sets from different viewpoints are not
in the same structure, even though they may have overlapped area, the overlapped area
is not made of the same point cloud. So, it can be concluded that there is no absolute
corresponding points between two measured 3D point sets. However, they are generated
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from the same object. If they are overlapped, their overlapped area must be some degree
consistent, in other words, they have somewhat correspondence. ICP is such an algorithm
to find the relative correspondence and match them to be consistent.
ICP algorithm, registers two 3D point sets by iteratively finding the approximate cor-
respondence and estimating the motion between them. It is not necessary to extract the
feature points but only compute the distances between 3D points. This largely reduces the
algorithm complexity. Just by the simple iterative process the 3D data matching can be
easily and accurately solved. Thus it is widely used in computer vision. The convergence
is assured because of the existence of the upper limit and the monotonous decreasing of
the distance function to be minimized.
4.2.2 Implementation of ICP
Given a reference data S1 and a test data S2, with their 3D coordinate information
(x, y, z), we estimate the motion and correspondence between them. It is assumed that
after the l− th iteration, the rotation matrix and translation vector are supposed to be Rl
and tl. The ICP algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Input:
• reference data S1 and test data S2
Output:
• estimated rotation R and translation t
Procedure Steps:
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set a threshold ε to terminate the iteration.
Step 2: For every point P 1i ∈ S1, search the nearest point P 2j ∈ S2, make them as a pair
(P 1i , P
2
j ), and index all such pairs.
Step 3: Using the correspondence information obtained in Step 2, estimate the optimal
transformation for S1 and S2 based on the least square method. The estimated rotation
and translation are Rtest and ttest.
Step 4: Update the position of S2 by using the estimated rotation and translation obtained
in Step 3:
P 2k = RtestP
2
k + ttest, ∀P 2k ∈ S2, (4.1)
and also update the Rl and tl by:
Rl = RtestRl−1, (4.2)
tl = Rtesttl−1 + ttest, (4.3)
and calculate the error using:
eR =
|Rl − Rl−1|
|Rl−1| × 100, (4.4)
et =
|tl − tl−1|
|tl−1| × 100, (4.5)
Step 5: increase l by 1, l = l + 1, repeat from Step 2 to Step 4 till both eR and et are
less than ε.
However, an accurate and fast matching is not always guaranteed due to the mea-
surement error and noise in the 3D data, or influence of different structure, etc. Some
approaches or processes are applied in the ICP algorithm to better it performance:
(i) Distance threshold
Instead of using all pairs searched in Step 2, we exploit a robust technique to discard
some of them bu analyzing the statistics of the distances. To do this, a threshold is set to
decide whether to accept pair or not. For example, it can be initially set as 20 times of
the average distance of two adjacent points in the reference frame. If the distance between
two points in a pair is larger than this value, the pair will be rejected. As the estimation
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is iteratively performed, the distances of all pairs are reduced and therefore the threshold
should also be reduced adaptively. See [15] for details of the distance threshold setting.
(ii) Sampling
This is only for consideration of the computation load. Since measured 3D data always
consists of lots of points, to compute the distances of all pairs of points, it is not a tiny
work. And the heavy computation will also slow the convergence. So, in this context, a
sampling technique is used. That is, extracting points with a skip parameter, which can be
decided by analyzing the average distance between two adjacent points in the 3D frame.
And with the iteration step going, the sampled points can be denser and denser. This
policy can bring fast convergence, that is, in the first a few iterations, the two 3D data
sets can be fast registered with a rough estimation. Later iterations can find the accurate
transformation using denser data.
(iii) Center extracting
Different from sampling strategy, center extracting is mainly for improving accuracy of
the registration. As it is known that in 3D measurement, because of the difficulty of
making a good fit mask, the measurement always fails at the outlier. Of course, wrong
correspondences are much easier to occur at the outlier area compared with the center
part. That is, the measured 3D data of the center part is more stable and reliable. So, in
our ICP implementation, the center part is always extracted and used for more accurate
registration. However, if only a small part of the center is extracted, the registration
might be wrong. So, after ensuring the fast and rough registration, the registration can be
gradually focused on the center part of the 3D data.
Finally, the ICP algorithm can be largely improved both in speed and accuracy by
employing the above three techniques. There are some other techniques such as KD-tree
[15] and Multi-Z-buffer [20] in corresponding points searching that we have not used. In
the following we expand it to a global registration version.
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4.3 Global-ICP Algorithm
In this section, we state the problem of pair-wise registration, and then describe a global
registration algorithm. With the mathematical induction of the Global-ICP algorithm, it
is demonstrated that it does always converge to a fine registration, hence is implemented.
4.3.1 Global Registration
ICP algorithm can well solve the registration of two point sets. However, the case of a
larger number of 3D point clouds with complex overlap relation occurs much more often.
We can sequentially apply a pair-wise registration by matching two by two the different sets.
This widely used scheme doesn’t take into account the global correspondences between the
data sets during a registration step. It remains essentially a local approach and it may
cause error-distribution problems as pointed in [20]–[23]. For instance, the residual error
of each individual pair-wise registration may be low but unfortunately we have frequently
observed propagation and accumulation of the residual errors.
Thus it appears to be more efficient to register simultaneously the multiple point sets in
order to keep the registration errors homogeneously distributed. We call global registration
the simultaneous registration of multiple point sets which partially overlap each other and
for which we know a correspondence between their points into each overlap.
4.3.2 Mathematics of Global-ICP
We assume that there are M overlapping sets of 3D points, S1, S2, · · · , SM . Our target
is to find the best rigid transformations T 1, T 2, · · · , T M to be applied to each set.
We denote Oαβ ⊂ S2 the overlap of Sα with Sβ, alpha, beta ∈ [1 · · ·M ]. Each point P αβi
is matched with a point P βαi belonging to O
βα ⊂ Sβ. Mutually, the point P βαi is matched
with P αβi . Then we have N
αβ = Nβα.
The optimal rigid transformations are usually specified as the minimum of an objective
function which can be chosen as the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between the
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In order to simplify the notations, we introduce here Oαα the overlap of the point set Sα
with itself. Its contribution to error E having to remain always null, we just impose for
each α ∈ [1 · · ·M ]:
Nαα = 0. (4.7)
The cost function takes simultaneously into account the motions of the M surfaces. The
residual errors will be homogeneously distributed in the whole mutual overlaps. One can
notice that by taking M = 2 and by setting the transformation T 1 to the identity trans-
formation, we retrieve Eq.(4.7).
(i) Solution of Optimal Translations
Suppose that each rigid transformation T α(α = 1, · · · , M) is composed of the rotation
























+ 2[tα − tβ]
Nαβ∑
i=1
[Rα(P αβi ) − Rβ(P βαi )] + Nαβ
∣∣tα − tβ∣∣2).
However, the right term of the scalar product can be expressed by Nαβ [Rα(P̄ αβ−Rβ(P̄ βα)]







The cost function E can be written in the form:
E = ER + Et,R,
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Nαβ(2[tα − tβ ][Rα(P̄ αβ) − Rβ(P̄ βα)] + ∣∣tα − tβ∣∣2).
We notice that ER does not depend on translations. So the values of translations which
minimize the cost function E will be given by the minimization of Et,R. Let E
t,R be
rewritten as follows:
































We have used here the data property Nαβ = Nβα. Et,R can be then written in matrix
form:
Et,R = 2(X
tAX + 2X tB), (4.8)
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1β [R1(P̄ 1β) − Rβ(P̄ β1)]
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β=1 N








Minimizing Et,R is equivalent to the minimization of the function Q(X):
Q(X) = X tAX + 2X tB. (4.9)
It should be noted that the matrix A is not invertible, and its determinant is null, the sum
of each line or each column being null. The cost function E is unchanged if the same rigid
transformation is applied simultaneously to all M point sets. The reference frame of one
point set should be chosen as an absolute one and only the (M − 1) other sets should be
moved. The choice of this set is arbitrary and does not make any difference. Let fix the
first set by setting R1 = I and t1 = 0. Eq.(4.9) becomes
Q(X) = X̄ tĀX̄ + 2X̄ tB̄, (4.10)








−NM2 · · · NM
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
It may be of interest to note that despite the suppression of the first line and the first column
of A, the matrix Ā still contains th e terms Nα1 in the diagonal elements. Therefore the
overlaps with the set S1 are still concerned.
Q(X̄) is a quadratic form which is minimal combination of the differences between the
rotated centroids of the overlaps Oαβ and Oβα. Again if M = 2, it becomes a pair-wise
registration.
Using the result of optimal translations, we show now that the optimization of the
rotations can be decoupled from the translations.
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For X̄ = X̄min, Eq.4.10 becomes
Q(X̄min) = −B̄tĀ−1B̄. (4.11)













The function E depends no more on translations as shown in Eq.4.12. The rotations then
can be optimized independently from translations.
(ii) Optimization of Rotations Using Quaternions
In the following paragraphs, the problem of the optimization of rotations will be solved
by minimizing the cost function E defined in Eq.4.12.
We start by retrieving expressing E as a function of quaternions. We show that min-
imizing E is equivalent to maximizing another function. Then an iterative algorithm is
proposed in order to maximize the new defined function. Finally, proof will be given that
the algorithm usually converges to a local minimum.
Let eαβi =
∣∣∣Rα(P αβi ) − Rβ(P βαi )
∣∣∣
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− 2Rα(P αβi )Rβ(P βαi ).















β(P βαi ) + K, (4.13)










. K is a constant which does not depends on ro-
tations. By combining Eq.(4.12) and Eq.(4.13) and by ignoring the constant term K,






















































yz − Sαβzy Sαβzx − Sαβxz Sαβxy − Sαβyx
Sαβyz − Sαβzy Sαβxx − Sαβyy − Sαβzz Sαβxy + Sαβyx Sαβzx + Sαβxz
Sαβzx − Sαβxz Sαβxy + Sαβyx −Sαβxx + Sαβyy − Sαβzz Sαβyz + Sαβzy


























i , · · · , with (xαβi , yαβi , zαβi )t =







t = P βαi . In another side, the quantity B̄















(q̂∗β q̂α)tQαβ(q̂∗β q̂α), (4.17)
where Qαβ = QαβR + Q
αβ
t .
Qαβ and Qαβ are 4×4 symmetrical matrices which have the same form as N ij(Appendix
A). So Qαβ verify the property Eq.A.4
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Let consider now the problem of maximizing the function H of Eq.(4.17) subject to the
4(M − 1) vector q = (q̂2, q̂3, · · · , q̂M)t. The quaternion q̂1 is set to the identity quaternion,
the reference frame of S1 being chosen as the absolute one. An iterative method is proposed
here to optimize the (M − 1) quaternions defined by the vector q. The approach is the
following one: at each iteration all the quaternions q̂j are fixed except one of them. We
determine this last one so that H is maximized. To be more precise, we start with an
initial vector q0 which is arbitrarily defined or provided by a pre-computing step. We then
construct a sequence of vectors qm, m = 1, 2, · · · , where the translation from qm to qm+1
is done in (M − 1) steps: q2m+1 is determined in the first step, then q3m+1, · · · , and finally
qMm+1. The quaternion q
j
m+1 is the unique solution of the following maximization problem:
determine the quaternion qjm+1 belonging to the unit quaternion set Q such as:
H(q̂2m+1, · · · , q̂jm+1, q̂j+1m+1, · · · , q̂Mm+1) ≥ H(q̂2m+1, · · · , q̂j−1m+1, q̂jm, q̂j+1m , · · · , q̂Mm ), ∀q̂j ∈ Q.
(4.18)
When all the quaternions are fixed except q̂j, maximizing H (Eq.(4.17)) according to q̂j
becomes a simple problem. By ignoring the constant terms, this maximization is equivalent
























which can be written in to the form:
H(q̂j) = 2(q̂j)tN j q̂j , (4.19)
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H(q̂j) is a quadratic form. The optimal unit quaternion which maximizes this function
is then the eigenvector corresponding to the highest eigenvalue of the matrix N j .
We show the iterative algorithm described in the previous paragraphs does always
converge monotonically to a stable solution. Let qm,j = (q̂
2
m+1, · · · , q̂im+1, q̂j+1m , · · · , q̂Mm ).
We start to prove that the new cost function H of Eq.(4.17) is upper bounded. Using the
fact that the product of two unit quaternions is still a unit quaternion, we see that each
quadratic term of the double sum of H is always smaller than the highest eigenvalue λαβmax
of the 4 × 4 symmetric matrix Qαβ . By doing the summation overα and β we verify that
any set of quaternions q̂1, q̂2, · · · , q̂M :




β = 1Mλαβmax. (4.20)
Thus the cost function H is upper bounded by the sum of the highest eigenvalue of the
matrices Qαβ . Since the series H(qm, j) is increasing by construction, this proves that the
algorithm converges to a local maximum. If it converges to global maximum is still an
open question.
4.3.3 Implementation of Global-ICP
Based on above mathematical induction of Global-ICP algorithm [19], the main pro-
cesses of global registration are (i) determining the correspondence between the measured
3D point sets, and (ii) the iterative updating for rotations and translations using the above
analytical method.
Now the Global-ICP algorithm can be summarized as follows:
(i) Determining the correspondence between each two 3D point sets
Input:
• M 3D point sets: S1, S2, · · · , SM
Output:
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• all overlaps: Oαβ ⊂ Sα and Oβα ⊂ Sβ, α, β ∈ [1, · · · , M ]
• transformations for each set referring to the first set S1: T 1, T 2, · · · , T M .
Procedure steps:
Step 1: α = 1; β = 1, · · · , M ,and β = α; perform pair-wise registration ICP(Sα,Sβ);
Step 2: increase α by α = α + 1; β = 1, · · · , M and β = α; ICP(Sα,Sβ);
Step 3: repeat Step 2 while α ≤ M
Step 4: compute the rigid transformations for each set referring to the the first set S1.
(ii) Global registering the multiple 3D point sets
Input:
• M 3D point sets: S1, S2, · · · , SM
• all overlaps Oαβ ⊂ Sα and Oβα ⊂ Sβ, and their sizes Nαβ/Nβα, α, β ∈ [1, · · · , M ].
• all initial transformations for each set referring to the first set as obtained in (i):
T 1, T 2, · · · , T M .
Output:
• final transformations for each set referring to the first set: T 1fin, T 2fin, · · · , T Mfin.
• finally registered 3D point sets: S1fin, S2fin, · · · , SMfin.
Procedure steps:
Step 1: pre-computing of all the matrices Qαβ ,α = 1, · · · , M ,β = 1, · · · , M , and β =
α.(4.3.2
Step 2: α = 2; β = 1, · · · , M and β = α; update the rotation (in quaternion representa-
tion) for S2 using Eq.(4.19) and the data in Step 1.
Step 3: then update the translation for S2 using Eq.(4.11).
Step 4: increase α by α = α + 1; β = 1, · · · , M and β = α; update the rotation for Sα
using Eq.(4.19) and the data in Step 1.
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Step 5: then update the translation for Sα using Eq.(4.11).
Step 6: repeat Step 4 and Step 5 until the RMS error converges and is less than the
threshold.
Using the Global-ICP algorithm as described above, the multiple 3D point set S1, S2, · · · , SM
can be registered with the global RMS error largely reduced.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, 3D modeling experiments will be described. Our ICP algorithm and
Global-ICP algorithm are tested both on simulation data and experimental data. First,
3D modeling experiments details will be stated. Then, the ICP algorithm will be evalu-
ated using simulation data and experimental data. Finally, the evaluation of Global-ICP
registration will also be described, where the RMS error is used as a criteria. In this way,
our 3D model is evaluated.
4.4.1 Experiments Description
To evaluate our 3D modeling system, experiments are conducted. In the experiment,
a rabbit doll is put on a round stage, the stage is turned 10 degrees every time before the
rabbit doll is photographed by a stereo camera pair, which is fixed about 50cm away from
the object (Fig.4.1). Hence a total of 36 sets of stereo images are obtained (Fig.4.2). By
using our high-accuracy stereo vision system, the rabbit doll are measured from 36 different
perspectives, therefore 36 sets of 3D point data are obtained. Then the measured 3D data
sets are used in the pair-wise registration and the global registration.
4.4.2 ICP Evaluation
[Evaluation method]
With a reference data X (always is a surface) and an interest data Y (also is a surface), if
they have some overlaps, ICP matching can find their corresponding points and estimate
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Figure 4.2 Multi-view images: (a) 0deg, (b) 90deg, (c) 180deg, (d) 270deg
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the motion between them. If the estimate of the motion is accurate enough, the distances
from points in the interest surface to the reference surface should be very small. So, the
average or RMS value of the distances can be used as a measure to evaluate the registration.
The measure is called as the distance between surfaces, which can be computed as follows:
1. For every point yi in the interest surface Y , extract the three nearest points in the
reference surface X and make a triangle-patch.
2. Assume the distance from yi to triangle-patch is di, if the vertical-projective point of
yi to the plane which contains the triangle-patch is not on the triangle-patch, di is
not considered.
3. For all obtained distances di, compute the average or RMS value. In this evaluation
the RMS value is used.
[Simulated data]
• S1 as reference data containing 1247 points.
• Ṡ1 as interest data, is created by applying transformation Tsim = (Rsim, tsim) to
S1, where Rsim is a rotation that rotates around vector [1, 0, 0] by a random angle
between 0 and pi/4, and tsim is also a random distance less than 50 units.
[Result on simulated data]
The ground truth of transformation is known. After 8 iterations, the relative rotation error
and translation error both turn to be around 1×10−15. The point-to-surface distance RMS
error becomes less than 1 × 10−13.
[Experimental data]
• Group 1: S1 as the reference data, S2, S3 are used as interest data, all at a 1500points/set
scale.




TABLE 4.1 ICP evaluation on experimental data
iterations eR et RMS[mm]
S1S2 38 1 × 10−13 6 × 10−13 0.5819
S1S3 52 1 × 10−13 3 × 10−13 1.0227
S̄1S̄2 73 1 × 10−13 7 × 10−13 0.5545
S̄1S̄3 78 2 × 10−13 4 × 10−13 1.0021
Ŝ1Ŝ2 87 2 × 10−13 8 × 10−13 0.4966
Ŝ1Ŝ3 107 7 × 10−13 1 × 10−13 0.7525




• Group 3: Ŝ1 as the reference data, Ŝ2, Ŝ3 are used as interest data, all at a 12500points/set
scale.
[Result on experimental data]
In each data group, ICP is used to perform pair-wise registrations. For each registration,
the iteration times, relative rotation error and translation error, and point-to-surface dis-
tance RMS error are shown in Table 4.1. From the result, it is easy to see: ICP yields
better registration for nearer data sets (e.g., S1S2 is better than S1S3); it also yields better
registration for denser data sets (e.g., Ŝ1Ŝ2 is much better than S1S2). The convergence
of ICP is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Our latest results on RMS error applying ICP are shown in Table4.2.
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Red line: error of R
Blue mark: error of t
Figure 4.3 ICP convergence in the registration of S1S2
4.4.3 Global-ICP Evaluation
[Evaluation method]
Similarly the RMS value of point-to-surface distances is used in Global-ICP evaluation.
Since there 36 sets of 3D point sets or surfaces, the number of the point-to-surface dis-
tances will be enlarged. But the computation of point-to-surface distances between every
two surfaces is the same as that described in ICP evaluation. For the specialty of this
experiment, only adjacent surfaces are considered when the point-to-surface distances are
computed. Then all the distances together make a set, and the RMS value of all the
elements is taken as the evaluation criteria. However, for the simulation data, as the corre-
spondence information is already known, we directly compute the point-to-point distance
RMS error, which is, the RMS value of the distances between corresponding points. This
evaluation criteria is used to show Global-ICP convergence on experimental data for re-
ducing computation load, where the correspondence estimated by local ICP is assumed to
be true.
[Simulated data]
We have performed a global registration of M = 4 simulated sets containing each 9 3D
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Figure 4.4 Global-ICP convergence on simulated data
points. Each set partially overlaps with its adjacent sets. There are then 4 different overlaps
described by the subsets Oαβ. Each subset contains only 3 points in this simulation. The
x and y coordinates vary randomly between −100 and +100 units. The z coordinates are
initially set by constant numbers. The first point set is chosen as reference frame and and
is fixed. Each one of the three other sets is rotated around vector [1, 0, 0] by a random
angle between 0rad and π/4rad and then translated by a random distance. In this example
noise is not added, thus the registration error is expected to be very low.
[Result on simulated data]
It is found that after 20 iterations the residual error is reduced from an initial value of
25.0489 units to 0.0014 units as shown in Fig.4.4. As the ground truth is available so the
estimate of rotation and translation is evaluated by the true values. The relative residual
error for the angle of the unit quaternion and the one for the translation are all at a 10−10
scale. Moreover, the computation time does not depend highly on the number of points
taken into account in the overlaps because the matrices Qαβ are computed previously.
[Experimental data]
As stated before, 36 sets of multi-view 3D data are obtained in 3D measurement. However,
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TABLE 4.3 Global RMS[mm] error after sequential and simultaneous registrations with
data density of 1500,3200,12500points/set
Sequential ICP Global-ICP Reduced
1500points/set 0.7867 0.6100 22.46%
3200points/set 0.6092 0.4969 18.43%
12500points/set 0.5023 0.4673 6.97%
in the 3D measurement system, by using different parameters, the measured 3D data varies
much both in geometrical structure and data capacity. Here 3 different measured 3D data
groups of a rabbit doll are used in the evaluation. For simplicity, they are just identified
via their average number of points per set.
• Group 1: S1, S2, · · · , SM ,M = 36, averagely 1500 points/set.
• Group 2: S̄1, S̄2, · · · , S̄M ,M = 36, averagely 3200 points/set.
• Group 3: Ŝ1, Ŝ2, · · · , ŜM ,M = 36, averagely 12500 points/set.
[Result on experimental data]
We apply both sequential ICP and Global-ICP algorithm to the measured 3D data sets of
the rabbit doll of three data capacity scales. For each method and each data capacity scale,
the point-to-surface distance RMS error is computed and given in Table4.3. The residual
RMS errors are largely reduced by using Global-ICP algorithm, with comparison to the
sequential ICP. This reduction is visible in Fig.4.5. From the marked area, we can find the
accumulated error between the final data set and the first data set has been removed by
using our approach.
In Table4.3, it is also obviously to see that with the increase of the number of points
per set, or the density of the 3D data, the accuracies of both sequential (sequential ICP)










































Figure 4.5 Comparison between sequential ICP and Global-ICP (1500 points/set): (a)
sequential ICP, (b) Global-ICP
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TABLE 4.4 Latest global RMS[mm] error after sequential registration and simultaneous
registrations with data density of 12500points/set
Sequential ICP Global-ICP Reduced
12500points/set 0.4254 0.4080 4.090%





















Figure 4.6 Global-ICP convergence on experimental data
convergence of registration, the higher level accuracy, or the higher level data capacity, the
more difficult for Global-ICP to reduce the RMS errors.
Our latest result on model RMS error is shown in Table4.4.
The convergence of Global-ICP on experimental data is illustrated in Fig.4.6.
Our latest results are shown in the following (new scanned 3D data are used). Fig.4.7
showes 8 renderings from different viewpoints of the completed point model of the rabbit







Figure 4.7 Model rendered from: (a) 0deg, (b) 45deg, (c) 90deg, (d) 135deg, (e) 180deg,
(f) 225deg, (g) 270deg, (h) 315deg 59





Figure 4.8 Model with color: (a) view1, (b) view2, (c) view3, (d) view4, (e) view5, (f)




In this chapter, we have addressed the issue of 3D registration based on ICP algorithm.
A simple introduction for ICP algorithm has been given, and then the algorithm has been
implemented. Thereafter we have defined global registration and introduced a candidate
algorithm Global-ICP for it, after the statement of registration failure of sequential ICP
for multiple 3D point sets. With the detailed mathematical induction, the Global-ICP
registration system has been constructed. Finally, it is applied both on simulation data
and 3D data of a rabbit doll, where its highly reduction for global residual RMS error has





To generate a 360-degree 3D model, this paper has proposed a 3D modeling method
using multi-view images from section 2 to section 4.
In section 2, the fundamentals of 3D modeling has been surveyed. We have described
the necessity and importance of 3D measurement and registration for global model genera-
tion of real objects, and have also described the representative methods for each technique.
Furthermore, we have pointed out the difficulties in 3D modeling, (i) 3D measurement
method using cameras can reconstruct object surface densely, and (ii) registration of mul-
tiple measured 3D data sets.
In section 3, we have presented a high-accuracy stereo vision system based on POC
image matching. Two subsections have been used to introduce the theory and important
techniques for POC image matching to achieve sub-pixel correspondence search for stereo
images. The constructed 3D measurement system therefore can perform accurate and
dense reconstruction of object surface. Experimental results have shown the robustness of
our developed stereo vision system.
In section 4, 3D registration has been addressed, which is essential in making a 360-
degree 3D model. After introduction for ICP pair-wise registration, we have induced the
Global-ICP algorithm mathematically for registration of multiple 3D data sets. Then we
have implemented the two registration algorithms, and have applied them to both simulated
data and experimental data to evaluate their performances. Finally, the effectiveness and
accuracy have been confirmed in the experiment of a rabbit doll using our 3D modeling
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system.
As for our future plan, we would like to finish the 3DCG generation by using our
point-based 3D model and some CG techniques such as sampling, meshing, hole-filling,
illumination and rendering. Thereafter, it is supposed to be applied to living objects, then
can be used in video, game, virtual studio and so on. Moreover, the registration technique
is supposed to be applied to robot vision in re-establishing outside environment.
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AppendixA
Representing Rotations by Quaternions
Readers not familier with quaternions can refer to [24], [25]. Quaternions is denoted
here by using symbols with hats above them.
A quaternion q̂ ca be seen as either a four-dimensional vector (q0, qx, qy, qz)
t, or a scaaler
q0 and a three-dimensional vector (qx, qy, qz)
t, or a complex number with three different
imaginary parts (q̂ = q0 + iqx + jqy + kqz).
The product on the left or on the right of a quaternion q̂ by another quaternion r̂ =
(r0, rx, ry, rz)
t, can conveniently be expressed in terms of the following products of the




r0 −rx −ry − rz
rx r0 −rz rz
ry rz r0 −rx
rz −ry rx r0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦





r0 −rx −ry − rz
rx r0 −rz rz
ry rz r0 −rx
rz −ry rx r0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
q̂ = R̄q̂. (A.2)
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The unit quaternions are elegant representations of rotations. Let recall some of their
fundamental properties. A rotation R of angle θ around axe u can be represented by
the unit quaternion q̂ = (cos θ/2, u sin θ/2). This rotation appied to a vector r is then
expressed as multiplication of quaternions: R(r) = q̂r̂q̂∗, where r̂ is a pure imaginary
quaternion (r0 = 0) and q̂
∗ denotes the conjugates of q̂(q̂∗ = q0 − iqx − jqx − kqz).
The scalar product h of two vectors ri = (xi, yi, zi)t and rj = (xj , yj, zj) which are
transformed by rotations Ri and Rj respectively:
h = Ri(ri)Rj(rj),
can be written as:
h = (q̂ir̂iq̂∗i(q̂j r̂j q̂∗j),
where q̂i and q̂j are the unit quaternions corresponding to Ri and Rj , and r̂i and r̂j are
the pure imaginary quaternions corresponding to ri and rj, respectively.
Given that the dot product between two quaternions is preserved when multiplied by
an unit quaternion, we can rewrite the following form
h = (q̂∗j q̂ir̂i)(r̂j q̂∗j q̂i).
Considering the matrix forms A.1 and A.2 of the quationion product, it follows that
h = (R̄iq̂∗j q̂i)(Rj q̂∗j q̂i),
which also can be written in the form
h = (q̂∗j q̂i)tN ij(q̂j q̂i), (A.3)
where N ij = (R̄i)tRj is a symmetric matrix having the form
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a e f g
e b h k
f h c l




where, a = xixj + yiyj + zizj , b = xixj − yiyj − zizj , c = −xixj + yiyj − zizj , d =
−xixj − yizj − zizj , e = yizj − ziyj, f = zixj − xizj , g = xiyj − yixj , h = xiyj + yixj ,
k = zixj + xizj , l = yizj + ziyj.




a −e −f −g
−e b h k
−f h c l




Let q̂ = q0 + iqx + jqy + kqz, q̂
∗ = q0 − iqx − jqy − kqz, then we can verify the following
property that is used in computing Qαβ likewise matrices:
q̂tN ij q̂ = (q̂∗)tN jiq̂∗, ∀q̂. (A.4)
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AppendixB
Correspondences Between 3D Point Sets
We have known that if two 3D point sets are correspondent, their displacement can be
represented by a 3D motion (rotation and translation):
O12 = R21O21 + t21, (B.1)
where O12 and O21 denote the corresponding points between two 3D point sets S1 and
S2, respectively. (R21, t21) represents the motion that transform O21 to O12. This is an
ideal situation. The two 3D point sets have same part of the scanned object. Here O12
and O21 represent the same part. They are just in different coordinate systems. In other
words, 3D point sets S1 and S2 overlap with each other when they are in same coordinate
system. They each consists of the overlapped area and a non-overlapped area. This can
be explained mathematically:
S1 = O12 + Ō12,
S2 = O21 + Ō21.
However, for real scanned 3D point sets, corresponding points search is a difficult task.
This is mainly because that generally there is no real same point in two scanned point sets.
When the object is scanned from different views, even for the same part, the scanned 3D
points are not always the same. One reason is measurement error. Besides, mathemati-
cally, those 3D points are discrete, and a consecutive geometric shape can generate many
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discrete point sets. For instance, a consecutive line [0, 1] can be discretely represented by
0, 5, 10, 15, · · · , 100, while it also ca can be discretely represented by 1, 6, 11, 16, · · · , 96.
So, generally, we accept that there is no absolute same points in two scanned 3D point
sets. Instead, we use approximate ones.
To find correspondence between two scanned 3D point sets, one method is based on
2D image matching. The idea is: find corresponding points in two different view images,
and then reconstruct 3D points of them, and regard the reconstructed 3D points as corre-
spondent. This method left the difficulty to 2D image correspondence search. 2D image
correspondence search is also a difficult task. Even some algorithms (e.g., POC, sift) are
effective for images with a little displacement, it is not solved when the displacement is
large or the object has symmetrical parts and so on.
In this paper, we use ICP to search the corresponding points. We suppose the nearest
points are corresponding points when the two 3D point sets are in the same coordinate
system. While, if corresponding points are known, we can find a motion to bring two 3D
point sets into same coordinate system. Following this idea, some scholars have proposed
an iterative algorithm to solve the correspondence problem and motion estimation problem
simultaneously.
For successive 3D point sets, we can find correspondences between any two adjacent 3D
point sets, and the motions between them as well. For non-adjacent 3D point sets, we can
sequentially use ICP to find correspondences and motions between adjacent sets, and then
construct the correspondence between the non-adjacent sets. This can be mathematically
written. For instance, there are 3 successive scanned 3D point sets, and the correspondence
between the first set and the third is found as the following:
O12 = R21O21 + t21,
O23 = R32O32 + t32,
R31 = R21R32, (B.2)
t31 = R21t32 + t21. (B.3)
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where O12 and O21 denote the corresponding points between S1 and S2, respectively.
(R21, t21) represents the motion that bring S2 to the coordinate system of S1. O23 and O32
denote the corresponding points between S2 and S3, respectively. (R32, t32) represents the
motion that bring S3 to the coordinate system of S2. So finally, we can find the motion
between S1 and S3.
In this paper, the scanned data are successive roundview 3D point sets. By sequentially
pair-wise matching on adjacent sets, they can be sequentially registered to a reference set
(in this paper the first set). After this, we can use ICP again to find the corresponding
points between non-adjacent 3D point sets, for example, the first set and the third set.
Because the overlapped areas between non-adjacent 3D point sets are smaller than those
of adjacent sets, the reliability of the non-adjacent correspondences is thus lower. In
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